
Restaurant Accounting...Automated
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Do more, offer more, earn more...with less.
By digitizing invoices, automating manual data entry down to the line-item &

drilling down into dynamic reports & dashboards,
restaurant bookkeepers and accountants can deliver more value with less effort.

 

Let xtraCHEF do the dirty work of data extraction and analysis,
while you serve up your clients with financial savvy to help your them flourish. 

No more wasted time or precious resources picking up, thumbing through, and manually
coding and keying invoice data. With xtraCHEF, you watch your business grow as you serve
double the clients in half the time.

By automating historically manual, time-consuming tasks, xtraCHEF not only saves you time
but frees you to focus on delivering your clients more value. This allows you to price your
services by your output and not by the hour.

Imagine how many more restaurant clients you can serve if you only ever had to code a line-
item once. Or, if you never had to file, store or access paper invoices. xtraCHEF gives you the
tools to scale your practice without growing your team or your infrastructure. 

Streamline Your Internal Operations

Bill by the Value, Not by the Clock

Tools to Help You & Your Clients Grow

P&Ls alone offer restaurant operators limited insights into what's impacting their 
 profitability. With xtraCHEF, you can combine the power & the simplicity of generic
accounting systems with detailed analysis in xtraCHEF's easy to use reports & dashboards.

Go Beyond Generic General Ledger Reporting
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Focus on Insights...
Not Invoices 

Scan, Snap a Pic or Email Documents Cloud-based Document Management

xtraCHEF streamlined the entire accounts payable process for our clients.
 
By removing the manual data entry and coding by line item, we have cut
human errors down dramatically, saved hours of data entry each week, and
increased the usefulness of our reporting.

Terence Hanley, CPA
Find a Way, LLC

You or your clients can easily get documents
into xtraCHEF in a way that aligns well with
your current workflows.

Store, Access & Manage Invoices, Receipts &
Vendor Statements from anywhere, on any
device w/ powerful search & discover feature.

Invoice Approval Workflows Vendor Statement Reconciliation
Keep your clients engaged & informed w/
configurable invoice approval rules to ensure
everyone's on the same page about payments.

Automatically reconcile periodic vendor
statements against invoices and invoice
amounts. Resolve discrepancies in a few clicks.

 Keep Clients on Track w/Budgets Ingredient Price Monitoring Alerts
xtraCHEF leverages your clients' data to
power declining budgets to help keep your
clients on track and in business.

Help your clients know when flucutating prices
of key ingredients are impacting profits w/
proactive alerts & weekly digests.

Manage Orders & Inventory on Mobile Point-of-Sale Integrations
Operators can not only capture invoices but
can place orders to vendors and manage their
inventory from our app on iOS/Android

Automatically integrate daily sales entries from
the POS into xtraCHEF to get real-time Cost-
of-Goods-Sold reporting


